


Smooth transition
To ensure this swimming pool integrates with the adjacent
living areas, It is built into the foundations of the house
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Ideally,the flow between your indoor
and outdoor living spaces should be as
smooth and simple as it can be. If pos-

sible, It's worth avoiding the need to walk
down a flight of steps to reach the outdoor
li~ingarea.
TIw house featured on these pages

had an existing pool that was below the
floor level of the hou;;e. iAlhen thl:' owners
decided to renovate the rear of the home,
they took the opportunity not only to
update the look of the pooL but also to
create an outdoor area that provided a

better int!:'f<Ktion with the house.
To do this, pool and land..o;cape

designer Gary Kilworth built the new
pool on top of the old pool. The footings
of these together fmm the footings fOT

the new living area. This has allowed the
1001 x 4rn pool and the deck area to butt
up hard again~t three exterior walls of the
house. In this way, the new living area
now opens directly onto the deck, and
windows on other walls of this room look,
directly into the water of the pool.

Kilworth said the owners wanted the

Above: The owners of this home wanted their
swimming pool to be on the same level as their
living atea. When they decided to renovate, they
looked at altering a" e)(is1ing poot but deeided the
result would be a compromise. Instead, pool and
landscape designers O"t From The Blue came up
with a plan whereby a new pool was built on top
of the existing pool. and the footings of the two
hecame part of the structure olthe house.
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Above: The dee!< timber ;5 the same colour as
the polished floorboards in the living room. Both
surfaces are at the same level, creating a smooth
transition bet1lveen areas.

transition between the house "nd pool to
be as O'imple as possible.

'Consequently, we have chosen laIge
window5 and doors with the le;ht pos-
sible amount of framing. The floor abo
milkes a simple transition between area~,
Polished floorboards in the house are the
same colour as the decking so the c:hallge
from one to the other is as smooth as pos-
sible, " he "<lys.

From the children's playroom, which
doubles as a g~rTIHl3simnfor older family
rneIllbers, there is a long, low-level

Right:The water in the pool IS at the same level as
the de<:k.A weir on the fa. side ofthe pool creates a
negative edge, while a 5mm gap between the pool
edge and the decking allows overflowing water to
run into a holding tank. When the pool level drops
down below dedi leve), water !rom the tank is
pumped back into the pool.
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rop: Planter boxes lill" one side of the deck. Ag~v"~
in these boxes add to the simplicity of the setting
and stcps at the end of the deck lead down through
a glass gate into the rest of the garden_The exterio,-
walls of the house have been finished in a smooth-
rendered plaster finish_ Black gla.:ed tiles line the
back walls of the house to just above water level.
These give the pool a highly reHec1ive surface and
help to raise the temperature of the wale<_

,>"indow overlookin,l!; the pooL
'"This enables th-e children playing J.t

ground level to see out into the pool ilnd
to feel part of the action, while prol'iding
privi'1Cy ior anyone using the gym equip-
ment," sJ.v Kilworth_

To ha~'c the pool at the same level J.S
the hOLl5e and decking, the designer has
ereJ.led a wet edge on the side by the dcck,
so the 'va.ter level appears to be the same
as the deckiJl['; timber. This is acllievt;'d
with a Smm gap between the pool and
deck edge. \'Vater in the pool can flow over

Above; When the sliding doors across the rear 01
the house are dosed, they minimise diSlUption
between the indoor and outdoor living ",,,,,s.
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this wet edge into a. .holding taJl.k to ensure
the deck isn't permanently damp_

On the side opposite the deck and at
the end of the pool, it weir ensures there's
no sharply defined edge between the pool
and the rest of the garden_ Excess water
flows over the weir into a holding tank,
then flows back into the pool if the water
level drops below the top edge of the hIes,
so it always looks full.

Black glazed tiles create J. reflective
look for the pool and, along wilh solar
heating, help raise the water tempcrature.




